This economical, but quality, offset ink proofer is used by printers and ink manufacturers for quality control purposes. Use this product to help reduce waste and increase quality and profits.

These Little Joe compact proofing presses were developed to help offset printers match customer color samples as well to assist ink and pigment manufacturers with their process control. Two manually operated models (H and HD) are available.

The one-color Model H is a small, compact, proofing press especially designed for color matching in printing ink plants and offset pressrooms, affording quick wash-up and change-over from color to color.

The two-color Model HD speeds up color matching and checking for printability, tack and picking. It also permits making two-color prints to check trapping.

Model H (one-color)
- Maximum plate size: 5x6.5'/13x17cm
- Maximum sheet size: 9x12'/23x30cm
- Blanket size: 7x13.375x.065'/18x34x1.72cm
- Physical characteristics:
  - Height: 11'/28cm
  - Width: 12'/30cm
  - Length: 36'/91cm

Model HD (two-color)
- Maximum plate size: 5x6.5'/13x17cm
- Maximum sheet size: 9x10'/23x25cm
- Blanket size: 7x11x.065'/18x27.9x1.72cm
- Physical characteristics:
  - Height: 11'/28cm
  - Width: 12'/30cm
  - Length: 54'/140cm

Specifications
**RECOMMENDED LITTLE JOE ACCESSORIES**

**Volumeter**
We recommend the use of a Little Joe volumeter to obtain even coverage of your drawdown sample. To obtain the proper film thickness of ink for a sheet carrying 40% coverage, we use .6cc of ink (3 notches on an IPI volumeter) to roll up an inking area of 108 sq.in./697 sq.cm.

**Hand Brayer**
The Little Joe hand brayer also aids in obtaining the proper ink film thickness on the sample drawdown. We offer a 6”/15cm hand brayer (with a diameter of 2.5”/6.35cm) to help obtain perfect inking.

**Blanket**
We recommend the purchase of a number of replacement blankets when ordering a Little Joe Offset Proofing Press. H3000 and HD3000 are standard compressible blankets, while H8100 and HD8100 are for use with UV inks.

When determining the number of replacement blankets required, please consider that, with 20-50 wash-ups a day, each blanket lasts approximately one month.

**Can Coating Attachment**
We offer an accessory attachment for use with cans or tubes. A standard aluminum can coating attachment is available, as well as others that will work with a variety of other cans and cylindrical items.

In order to provide you with the correct holder, please supply a sample of the can or tube which is going to be used with the attachment.